COMMANDER CRESSIDA THEME

-bartleTt/lang

D Bb
COMMANDER CRESSIDA - SHE IS THE BEST OF THE

F G/Bb A
GALACTIC ASTRONAUTS - THERE'S NOTHING SHE CANNOT!

D Bb
COMMANDER CRESSIDA - SHE'S ON THE MOONS OF MARS

F A
HER BOOTS ARE ON THE GROUND, HER HEAD IS IN THE STARS!

D Bb
FEARLESS AND CURIOUS, WITH HER SPACE-DOG SIRIUS

G A
ALWAYS IN THE CHASE, THEY'LL SURELY WIN THE RACE

(Bb) A D
'CAUSE A KID'S PLACE - IS EXPLORING SPACE! (woof!)

For more games and activities visit
pbskids.org/readyjetgo